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Prayer is the study of art. 
Praise is the practice of art. 

- William Blake, The Laocoon 

I was stone, mysterious stone; 
my breach was a violent one, my birth 
like a wounding estrangement, 
but now I should like to return 
to that certainty, 
to the peace of the center, the matrix 
of mothering. stone. 

- Pablo Neruda, Skystones XX/II 
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INTRODUCTION 
Pam Hall's intention, in her Worshipping the Stone series, is to make monuments - in a time and 

society in which we seem to believe we need none . In making these works she draws not only on her 
own skills and imagination but on a personal enduring response to the ear liest monuments we know. 
the great prehistoric stone sites such as Comae in Brittany, Avebury, Dartmoor, and , in particu lar 
Callanish in Scotland . 

Hall shares with many artists this reference to prehistory, this working from forms of the past to g ive 
meaning to the present. American art historian Lucy Lippard has described anc ient sites, symbols and 
artifacts as a major source of Ideas for American artists of the past two decades . She sees this in part 
as breaking away from a reductive art focused on purely formal elements and. in larger part , as an 
effort to restore to art a function beyond decoration, to give it an integral role in daily life as a link 
between humans and their environment, a concrete expression of some general human exper ience .1 

Such contemporary art is extremely diverse, ranging from ritualistic performance pieces and body 
works such as those of Ana Mendieta , through sculpture, to giant-scale earthworks by artists like Dennis 
Oppenheim and Robert Smithson. Canadian artists too have worked from these preh istoric and 
nature-based reference points. among them Bill Vazan . Michael Olito, Richard Prince, Jeanne Fabb 
and Marlene Creates. That range is suggested by contrasting a monumental. macho earthwork like 
Robert Smithson's 1970 Spiral Jetty with Creates' delicate, transient works made by draping paper 
across Irish prehistoric cairns and Inuit inukshuks. It is worth noting that much of this work is being done 
by female artists. 

From prehistoric times, earth and stones have symbolized immortality , survival. energy, magic 
powers, fertility and healing. Menhirs. dolmens. cairns and rings - stone monuments have been raised 
by our ancestors to embody or celebrate these qualities . Even today the stones retain something of 
their power as the popularity of Stonehenge and increasing interest in other sites attest. Only think how 
much stronger their impact must have been 4,000 years ago before layers of time and knowledge 
dulled our receptiveness ... 

For many years the power of stone and beliefs surrounding it. such as Old European myths of the 
Great Goddess or Great Mother. have preoccupied Pam Hall. In her 1984 exhibition Saltwater Rock, 
she was concerned mainly with the external properties of rock - colours, shapes. patterns - and with 
formal manipulations. Now, while addressing .a different range of formal concerns - new med ia , new 
processes, a change in scale - she is more involved with content , with making for viewers a visual 
experience in some way equivalent to her own feeling for stone in all its endurance , physical beauty 
and mysterious psychological force . 

Larger scale Is Integral to Hall's intentions - not because we equate monuments with great size or 
in an attempt to recreate actual sites but because large works involve viewers more direct ly. Robert 
Morris has written that. "The quality of publicness is attached (to an object) in proportion as the size 
increases in relation to oneself."2 A certain tension develops in Hall's work as the scale moves us back 
and the complexity and richness of surface draws us forward . The "quality of publicness" is matched 
by a quality of intimacy in the personal. meditative response evoked by these solemn, silent pieces . 

The works are extremely physical - large, scarred, multilayered, with surfaces subtly coloured. 
gleaming here and there with metallic gold and copper. Hall literally works with stone, pounding at 
the paper with rocks, then folding it. grinding in or scrubbing on pigments, tearing, layering , 
reassembling. Some fragments begin as embossed relief prints while the "bones" are constructed . The 
move off the wall into three dimensions is the most recent development . 

Layering in these works is metaphorical as well as literal. alluding to historical or human time 
overlaid on geological time, modern attitudes on ancient beliefs, human intervention on the natural 
environment, Individual response on monuments that were a collective form of expression. 

Lippard has written of prehistoric stones and contemporary artists: "They offer a framework within 
which to explore the crucial connections between Individual desires (to make something, to hold 
something) and the social values that determine what we make and why."3 That serves well as a 
signpost to Pam Hall's work. 

Footnotes 

Patricia Grattan 
Curator 

1. Lucy R. Lippard, Overlay - Contemporary Art and the Art of Prehistory (New York: Pantheon Books, 
1983), pp 4 - 5. 

2. Robert Morris, "Notes on Sculpture Part 2", Arfforum, October 1966, p. 21. 

3. Lippard , Overlay, p. 4. 
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ARTIST'S STATEMENT 

Worshipping the Stone represents my most recent explorations in an ongoing search for what might be 
called an imagery of power ... of magic ... of transformation . 

The sources to which I respond as an artist are many and varied. and these works emerge clearly 
from my experience of the rock forms of the Newfoundland environment. from my fascination with the 
standing stones and stone circles of Megalithic Britain. and from my preoccupat ion with the qual ities 
of stone which have provoked many cultures throughout history to view it as both object and vehicle 
for worship. 

In both form and content . however . this work does not seek to replicate or reproduce some form or 
element which I have observed . Rather, it seeks to create new objects which hold some echo .. . some 
resonance ... some mysterious reverberation . . . of the power implicit in stone. 

These works, made and marked by the beating of stone on paper . serve as offerings to a Nature 
which remains. for me, animated and alive . .. a Nature that belongs more to the alchemist's reality 
than to the Cartesian ·s. They have emerged out of a continuous search for a visual language 
capab le of embracing both beauty and meaning . .. a langua ge through which I can investigate my 
own place in a world needing re-enchantment . 

Pam Hall 
January 1987 

The artist grate fully acknowledges the assistance and support of the Canada Council and the Newfoundland 
and Lab rado r Arts Council. 
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(to present) 
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